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Mathematics. - "On hyperelliptic integrals oJ dejiciency p = 2, 
1'educible by a transj01"rnation oJ order r = 4. " By Prof. J. 0, 
KLUYVER. 

CCommunicated in the meeting of Sept. 29, 1917). 

The conditions that an hyperelliptie integral of deficiency p = 2 
is redncible to an elliptic integral oy a transfol'mation of order 
r = 4, l1ave been assigned by BOLZA 1), who used direct algebraic 
methods and also by IGEL :), who based his dedllctions on the trans
formation of the double thetas. I will show that the g~ometry of a 
linear s'ystem of conics affords the means to solve t.he problem, and 
that geometrie considerations enable us la apd some resLllts to those 
previously obtained 8). 

Let the integral be of the form I 

J Xd,'I] 

V 11\ tp,tp. • 
where X is a linear qllantic and 1f-\,tp"t/J. are binary qlladrics of 
the variabIe x = x] : x" th en the integral is redllcible under the 
following three conditions : 

1. There are three quadrics ~l'~"S., each of which is a perfect 
square, such that the quartics SI t/Jl'S,tf','§a tf'8 are linearly connected. 
Otherwise slated, these qllartics are elements of an involution J 
of order 4. 

2. The m'volution J contains an eIem~nt T" a qllartic being a 
perfect square. 

I 

3. The nurnerator X of the integral bas a determinate farm 

depending on 11\,11'2'''''8' 
In fact, supposing the first and the second of these conditions to 

be fuJtilled, we can take in J any two elements whatever Rl and 
R" and IcpkjC3,1~ being certain constants, we have 
~ltpl=Rl-klR, , ~,l~,=Rl-k,R2 , 6at/J.=RI-kaR: , T2=RI -!tR" 
then putting 

1) Math. Ann., Bd. 28, p. 447. 
2) Monatshefte für Math. u. Phys., 11, p. 157. 
3) For a summary of the researches on reducible Abelian integrals s~e: W. C. 

POST, Dissertation, Leyden, 1917. 
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we get 

and hence 
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1 
dt = ~ (R,Rt' - R,'RI ) die , , 

T 
V(t-kJ(t-1c2 )(t-lc.)(t-h)= -R ' VgJ'~81.f'IW,lPl 

r : 

Now th,e sextie (RJR/-R,'RI) is evidently divisible by the qllintie 

1'V glg,g., therefore tne given integral is reducible, if we take , 

X = (R,Rt'-R,'Rj) . 

TVgI;,g. 
Thus it is se en that the redueibility of the integral in the first 

instanee depends upon the existence of .the involution J, and on the 
possibility of determining the quadries gpg"g.. The investigation of , 
the involution J and of its eharacteristie propertîes may be conducted 
as follows. 

With thl'ee binary quadries 

1f'1=aole'+2a1,v+a, , lf1,=ao'.'!:'+ 2a/,'!:+a.' I lP.=ao"a;'+2a/'.v+a," 

six common fuvariants' at'e assoeiated. As sneh we get in the fil'st 
plaee the diseriminants 

Au=2 (aoa,-a l ') , An=2 (ao'a: -a/') I Au=2 (aa"a,"-a,":) 

and flll'ther the harmonie invariantA 

Au=(ao'a,"+ao"a/-2a/at") I As 1 =(ao"a, +aoa,"-2a/'a l ) I 

A 12=(aoa,' + ao'a,-2al at') . 
The three qlladl'ies themselves are connected by the identical relation 

All Au A8l ""1 
Au AH AH lP, 

All Au Au lP, 
=0, 

lPl tI', lP. 0 

which l write in the fórm 
J 

K= atJ:12 + btP2' + ctfJ.' + 2ftP2lP. + 2 gtP, lPl + 2l~ wl lP, = 0 . 
Now this relation between binal'Y quadries can also be eonceived 

as the equation in trilineal' cool'dinates lPl' 'l~2' lP. of a conie K, 
and since eaeh of the coordinates is a quadl'ie in ,'IJ, th is variabie 
proem'es a pal'ametl'ir l'ep]l'esentation of the CUl've. From the same 
point of view any homogeneous polynomial F (t"1 ti', lP.) on the 

22*' 
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one side is a binary quantic in :c, on the othe)' side it reprèsents a 
curve in tbe plane of the conic K. An arbitrary quadric, for instance, 
can always be thrown info· tbe fOl'1n hl t/'l + h2 t/'z + ha t/'s' and 
thel'efore it l'epresents a l'ight line meeting tbe conic J( in two -
points, at which the parameter J] is equal to either of the roots of 
the quadric !tI tI'l + "2 t/', + ha t/'s. In pal'ticulal', sinre tlle quadrics 
Sp gz, ;3' al'e pel'feet squares, the right lines gl' g2' Sa' are tangents 
of J( with the points of contact, say, Al' A2' As' In this way each 
element of the involution J cOl'l'esponds with a conie and the in
volution J itself defines a linear system S of conirs, such that the 
system is detel'mined by three of its elements. Evidently the system 
S thus eonstructed must eontain: the eonie 1(, the thl'ee pairs of 
right lines Slt/'l' 621./'2' tat/'a and la&tly tl1e double line T. Since S 
contains a double line, it is not a wholly general syste'!l' lts Jacobian 
breaks up into the right line Tand into a conie H. Tbe Jacobian 
passes throllgh e\'ery point of contact of two cOllies belonging to S, 
henee tbe eonie H passes through the points Al> Av Aa, and meets 
J( in a fOllrth point A4' The tangents to J( at the points Al' A2' A" 
Le. the l'ight lines SI' S2' Sa' and also the talIgent ~4 at the point A4 
intersect H again respectively in the points BI' B2' Ba, B4' The lattel' 
points, lying on the Jacobian, are the centres of degenerate conics 

. glt/'l,g2t1'2'~8t/'a and of a fourth degene)'ate conic g4t/,."and thus we 
have proved that the involution J besides the three elements Slt/'l' 
gZt/'2' ~at/'a' eacl! having a double root, necessarily must rontain a 
foul'th element ~4t/'4 that bas the same peculiarity. 

In a cel'tain sense the tangent ~4 ronsidered as a binary quadrie 
is directly connected with the l'educible integral. Let us seek fol' 
the points in which tIle conic J( is touched by anJ· conie of the 
system S. If Rl and R2 are two arhitl'ary elements of S, the 
equation of the system is 

Rl + ;.R2 + fLK = 0 . 

In order to find the values of the parameter :c at the points of 
contact, we must again conceive Rl and R2 as binary quartics and 
the l'equired parametric values are the roots of the sextic 

(R~R/ - R2'RJ = 0 • 

Now, as was said before, the points of contact in que&tion are 
the points in which J( meets the Jacobian. Rence t~e roots of the 
sextic are the parameü'ic values of <IJ at the points Al' A2' Aa, A4 
and at the points of intersection of J( with the right line T. There· 

fore the sextic is the product of the five quantics l/~l' Vg
2

, V~a' V~~ , 
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and T, and the n,umerator X of the integral, which we ha, e found 
to be 

(R,Rl"- Rs' Rl) 

TV;l';';! 
is identical with the linear quantic V 64 , 

Obdously, we may now conclude that as soon as the given 
integral is l'ed Llcible, the,'e are three othel' integrals of deficienry 
p = 2 connected with the involution J, i.e. the integrals 

]i VSl l VS2 J' VSa :-7-=== dm , d,'/) di)) , 
V 1./' s t/' 31./' 4 V 1./'1t/'3t/'4 V1Plt/'st/'4 

which can oe reduced to e11iptic integrals. Moreover, it will be evident 
that the tl'änsfol'mation of the four integrals will be effected by one 
and the same transformation formula, and we may notice that 
likewise the integl'al 

J - T 
-:-;:=== dx 
Vt/'1""2t/'at/'4 

of deficiency p = 3 becomes e11iptic by that transformation. 
In order to find how the involution .f can he constrllcted from the 

gi ven q uadrics t/'], tf'2' tf'3' 1 wi11 proceed witb the analytical in vestiga
!ion of the system 8. It is always possible by adjoining' suitable 
constant factors' LO t~le quadl'ics gl' ~2' ga to enSUl'e the identical 
l'elation 

V~l + vgs + Vga = 0. 
and hence the relation ' 

6, s + SI s + Sa 2 - 2626. -- 2g3~1 - 2S1g2 = 0, 

an identity in the val'iable x that denotes at tbe same time the 
conic 1( in the trilinear cOOl'dinates SJ) g" Sa' 

The point Al on 1(, the coordinates of which in the system 
gp gs' ga are (0, 1, 1), has its conjugate with respect to tbe system S 
át the point A'l where the tangent SI of 1( meets the double line 
T of the system. 

Supposing T to have the equation 

T= L§\ + .Ll1§., + NSa = 0, . . (1) 

ihis point A'l has the cool'dinates (0, -N, M), hence the coefficients 
of the equation ' 

~1~/ + B;,2 + eSa' + 2Fg,~. + 2Gs'Sl + 2HLs2 = 0, 
representing any cOllic of S, underly the condition 

BN-F.Ll1 + F(N-M) = 0, 

or' 
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N M 
F=B M-N- C M-N' 

In like manner the points A, and A'~, AI and A'a are conjugate 
points of S, therefore we have also 

L N 
G=C---A--, 

N-L N-L 
M L 

H=A---B--. 
L-M L-lIl 

and the equation of the system itself may be written in the form 

[ 
, 2M 2N J [ 2L 2N ] 

Ag1 -~l- L_},tf§2+ N_LS' +B~~ L_M g1 -§' - 111 N S' + 

[ 
2L 2M ] + cg. - N_L S1 + M_Ng2-~8 = 0, 

Since S contains the three degenerate conies ~I"'I> S,t"" g.",., it 
is seen rh at the expressions between brackets in the above equation 
denote the right lmes "'11 tIJ" tf'., and we may write 

[ 
2M 2N ] 

P1"'l = - §l- L_MS', ~ N-L g. ' 

. ' . , (2) 

[ 
2L,. 2M ] 

Pa"'. = - N-L SI + M_N Ss - g. , 
where PI' p~, p. are determinate constants, 

From these equations we deduce, always using the coordinates 
~I' g" g., the coordinates of the points BIJ B" BI' the centres of the' 

conics §1"'1' 52""u S • ..".' 
Putting 

L (M-N) = ql , M,(N-L) = q, \ N (L-M) = q., (3)-

so that the constants ql' q,. q. are related by the equation 

ql + q, + q. = 0, 

we find fol' the coordinates of BIJ B,. B, respectively (0, q" q,), 
(q" 0, ql), (q •• gIJ 0). Incidentally we may remark that at tbe points 
BI' Bl' B. the l'ight lines gl' gs- S. are touched by the conie 

KI = Ql'gl' + q, 'gs' + q. 'g.: - 2q2Q. g,g. -;- 2q.ql 6.S1 - 2 qlq. SIS, = 0, 

and at the same time we eonclude that the equation of the conie H, 
that forms part of the Jacobian, must be 

H= qJl' + q2~2' + q3~a' + ql~2~8 + q,§.gl + q.gl~2 = 0, 
Fo!' plainly tbis con ie passes through the points Alf As. A. and 

a180 thl'ough Bil Bt, BI' 
The equations of the tangent g. and of the right Hne tf'. remain 

_.--------------------------
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to be found, and to this end I consider the pencH of quartic curves 

Î.H' + ~l ~, ~B ~4 = O. 
These curves have the l'ight lines gp §" ~a, §. as bitangents and 

the eight points of contact are obviously the points Al' A" Aa, A~, 
Bl> B" Ba, B •. Now the product [(Kl is a quartic curve that passes 
through 14, of the 16 fixed points that al'e com'mon to tile curves 
of the pencil. For K touches the bitangents at Al' A" Aa, A. and 
Kl has contact wtth i Sp E" ga at the pomts BI' B" Bs. Hence the 
curve K[(I belongs to the pencil, lil touches s. at the point B., 
and there is a certain value )'1 of Î. such that 

).IS ' + §I g, ~8 ~. :::::::. ~t KKI 

lt is readlly seen that Î. I = 1, that we must have ~ = 1, and from 

~I ~, ~B ~. :::::::. KXI - B' 

we find 

~. = (qa-ql) (ql- q,) ~I + (ql-q,)(q,-q8) ~, + (q,-q,)(q,- ql)~' = O. (4) 
Putting 

"'. = ~I ~l + ~, ~, + El. g" 
Wfl write down that AI (0,1,1) and At' (0,-N1,M) are conjugate 
points with respect to the con ic ge"'.' Thus we find the relation 

1 
- 3 M + M (MN + NL + LM) 

1 • 
- 3 N + N (M N + NL + LM) 

and a similar rel~tion is obtained by means of the conjugate points 
A, and A,'. In this way it avpeal's that the l'iglit \ine "'. wil! be 
denoted by 

tf'4 = - 31'.+ (~ + ~+ ~) (JIN + NL + LM).. (5) 

In the preceding we took for granted that it was possible to 
represent one and the same conie K in two different syl:.tems of 
roordinates by the two equations 

K:::::::. atpl' + btp,' + etp.' + 2/"""" + 2gtf,'a1Pl + 2h"'I"" = 0, . (6) 

K:::::::. 61' + s,' + 6,' - 2S,gB - 2SB~1 - 2;16, = 0, . . (7) 
the ",-coordinates depending on the s-coordinates as is indicated by 
the equations (2), and we have now to éxamine if these two equa
tions are really cónsistent. 

Here it is notewOl,thy that,' af ter introdueing certain constants 
Iv gIJ !tI' tlle lefthand side of equation (6) b~coII1es "'I [a"'l + (k-kl}tf', + (q+gl)CP,] + "', [(h+hl)tf'1 + b",s + (I-fl)",.] + 

+ tf,,[(q-gl)tpl + (I + fl)tf'. + etfJa]' 
and that the lefthand side of eq llation (7) cao be wl'Ïtteo 
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- (Plgll~1 -+ P~g~'tfJ2 + PaSa'tfJs)' 
The eqllations (6) and (7) therefol"e have the same meaning, as 

soon as we have 
PISI P,g~ -

a~1 +(h-hl)~2+(g+gl)~S (h+h1)tfJI + btfJ2+U-/Jl/', 
_ Ps;s 
- (g-gJt/\ +(f+ 11)l/'2+ I.lt/'a ' . , 

(8) 

and it is on]y wh1en these relations hold that eithel' of the equations 
r,6) and (7) is a direct consequence, of the other. 

To simplify somewhat the notation I put 

M+N N+L L+M 
a= M-N ' t3= N-L ' Y= L-M' . (9) 

the new constants ce, fJ, y being related by· the equation 

(1 + a) (1 + ~) 1 + y) + (1 - a) II fJ) (1 - y) = 0 , 
or by 

1 + fJy + ya + afJ = 0, ' . . 
and consequently instead of (2) we may write 

PI tfJl = - 51 + SI - y) §2 + (1 + fJ) Sa' f 
P2tfJ2 _ (1 + y) 61 - 62 + (1 - a) ga' \ 
Pa'tfJ, - (1 - fJ) SI + (1 + a);2 - g3' 

, (10) 

. . (Il) 

Oom paring now the two sets of equations (8) and (11), we observe 
that (11) defines a homographic transfol'mation expressing the quan
t!ties Pl/' in the ql1antities g, and tbat the inverse transfol'mation is 
gi ven by (8). 

Writing down the determinant 
-1 1-y l+fJ 

l+y -1 I-a' 

l-fJ l+a -1 
of the first transformation and also the determinant 

'~+'~l g-gl 
PI P 2 P'P1 

b 1+/1 
p~ , P,Ps 

g+gl 1-/1 I.l 

_ . Ps PI P2 Pa P,2 

of the ün'el'se transformation, in which I have intel'changed 
Hnes and. columns, a known proposition says that the elements 
of the latter determinant are propol'tionaHo the cOl'L'esponding minors 
Qf th~ fOl,'r~el', ~ine ratios therefore a,re equal to on~ and the same 
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quantity À, and so we rhave the equations 

b 0 1+/1 1-/1 
À=--=--= = , 

P,2{32 Pa'y2 P2Pa(2+a-{3-y+{3y) P2P.(2-a+~+r+{lr) 

from which we infer 

Ol' 

Similarly we obtain 

I+Vbè 
l+{jy= , 

I-Vbo 

g+VCä 
1 -+ ya = ~ . /_ \ 

g_V (Ja 

lt+Vab 
1 + a{j=--=, 

k-Vab 
and thell by equation (10) 

1+ Vbo g+ Voa lt+V ab 
2=---+ +---, 

f-V"bc g-Voa h-Vab 
, . . (12) 

Thus it appears tha~ the reelucibility of the given hyperelliptic 
integral implies the relation (12) bet ween tile invariants common to 
t/'p lP" t/'a, anel con versely as soon as these invariants. with a suitable 
determination of the sUl'ds, satisfy the relation (12) the involution J 
can be realised, and the given integral will degenel'ate. 

Supposing that the ('ondit~on (12) is fulfiIIed, we have 

;.=_a_=_b_=_o_= I 9 
P/a' P,'W Pa'r2 P,P.(2+~y) P;Pl(2+ra) 

k 11 g1 h' 
_ _ 1 , (13) 

P1P,(2+a(3) p.p. (a-(3-y) P'Pl(-a+(3-y) PIP,(-a-{J+y) 
and 

ltP1Vbc = tJP2Vca = yP.Vab . . . . . (14) 

From these equations the constants a,~, y, Pu P2 , Ps. L, M, N, qt> q" q. 
can be successively evaluated, we can find the quantirs gil ~" ~a' g4' T,~'4 
and finally the tl'ansformation that l'edllCeS the integral. 

To illustrate the method dl:'seribed, I will consider a numerical 
example. Let the given integl'al be 

fï Xd.v 
I ' Y (5.v' - 12:u + 4) (5.u' -, 2.'1: + 2) (70;' - 6.'1: + 2) 

I that is, let us assume 
l"l = 5.'1: 2 

- 12.v + 4, "'2 = 5.'1: 2 
- 2.'11, + 2, ""8 = 7.'112 -- 6,1; + 2. 

Calculating the in v al'iants, we have 
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All Au Au Au Au Au 
-16=9=5=9=1=9' 

abc ·f 9 h À=-=-=-=--=-=-. 
4 9 - 25 -- 17 - 8 4 

Now we may take 

Vbc Vca Vab 
À= --=--=--

- 15 - 10 6 

and wIth this determination of the surds we get 

f+Vbc" 9+Vca lt+Vab 
--=1+l1y=16, =1+1a=-9, ---==I+al1=-5. 
f-Vbo g-Voa n-Vab 

The sum of the thl'ee fmctiolls is equal io 2, thel'efore the integral 
is reducible. At the same time we have found 

fJ1 = 15, ya = - 10, afJ = - 6, 
or 

aZ = 4, fJ' = 9, i" = 25, 
so that we have eithe1' 

a=2, {J=- 8, 1=-5, 
or 

a= - 2, {J= 3, y=5. 

,Two sets of values for the constants a,~, 1 being admissible, we 
infer that the given quadrics lPj, lP2' lP, allow us to us build up two 
en tirely distinct in volutions J, and instead of a single red ucible 
integral of the given form, two sueh integrals are possible. This is 
obviously in accordance with the known proposition th at, as soon 
as an integral belonging to, an algebraic funetion of defi('iency ZJ = 2 
is reducible, that functLOn possesses a second degenel'ate integl'al. 

I will take up thè case 
a=2. {J= - 3, 1= - 5. 

Then we have from (14) and from (13) 
PI P, Pa 
T= -1=T' 

a fl 91 hl 
4"= -10=-0=1 

hence {rom (8) J 

SI 
4 lPj- 8 lP. 

or 
~1 
.'IJ' - (.v - 1)' l' 
V~ Vg, Vg 
--;;-= I-lIJ = -1' 
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I Now equations (9) and (3) give 

L = 2, M = 3, N = 1, ql == 4, q, = - 3, q, = - 1 

and then by equationEo (1), (4) and (5) we find 

1'= const.(5.x'-6.x +4), g4=const.(7.x -2)\ 1/'4=const.(35m~-64.x --16» 

The elements ~l1/'P 6,1"" 631/'., 6.1/'., T' of the involution J being 
known, we may pu~ fOl" inst~n('e 

611/'1 .'11' (5.x'-12.x+4) 
t=-6,1/', (m-l)' (5Iv'--2.'II+2) 

and obtain consequently 

t 1 1-t 
-

.x' (5m'-12.x+4) (x-l)~ (5.x~-2x+2) 

375 t--32 

(7m'--6''II+2) -

S-3t 
------~~-~~~--~ 

(7x--2)' (35:v'-64m-16) 

The, above transformation now will \'eduee four integrals of 
defieiency p = 2, eonnected with the involution .7, and we may 
write down at once 

J. (7 m - 2) dx 1 r dt 

V(5x'-12.'V+4)(5.v~--2x+2)(7m'-6m+2):::=- V2"J Vt(l-t)(8-3t) ' 

r d.'V V"2 ( dt , 

J V(tl .x'-12m+4)( 5x'-2x+2 ,(-3 5x'+64.x+16) J Vt(32-37 5t)(S- 3t) 

( (m--l)dm 

) V(5.x 2 -12m +-4)(7:1:'-6.v+2) (-35.x,+'64m+16) = ' 
-} dt =--V2 , 

Vt (l-t) (32 - 375t) (S-St) 
r mdx 

J -V(5m~-2m +2) (7~'-6.v+2) (-35.x'+64.v+16) r dt . 

== J V(I-t) (32-375t) (S-Bt)· 
1 I 

the constauts -- -, etc. at the l'ight' hand side., being easily found 
V2 

by observing, that fol' small valnes of x we must have t = ./::. 
As I have l'emal'ked before, the same transfol'mation \ViIIaiso 

reduce an integral of deficiency p == 3, connected with the involution J. 
In faet, we have 

r - (5.'V'-6m+4) d.'IJ 

J ·V(5.x'--12m+4) (5x'-2x+2)(7.'II'-6x t2) (--35.x'+64.v+ 16) -

--11 dt -V2 . 
- Vt (1 -t) (32-375 t) 
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Again, if we had nsed the second set of admissible valnes fol' a, ~, "Ir 

a = - 2, ~ = 3, "I = 5, 

we should have found successively 

~1 ~2 
-----'-

(.1:-2)2 (6.'1)-3)2 (5a:-l)2 ' 

V~ _ Vg,- _ Vfa --, 
.'1)-2 - 6.v+3 5a:-l 

L = 3, M = 2, N = 6, ql = - 12, q2 = 6, qa = 6. -
T= cons/.l25a,2-16a:+4), ;4 = const §l' t/'4 = const. t/\. 

Now we ma)' apply tbe transformation 
(a:-2)2 (5.'I)2-12a:+4) 

(6.'1)-3)2 (5a: 2-2a:+2)' 

whence we have 
9t 

(.'1)_2)2 (5.112-12.v+4) 
9 (1- t) 

9 

(6.'1)-3)2 (5.v2-2.7:+2) 
32-27t 

(5,'I)-1)2,(7,'I)2-6.t·+ 2) (25.'1)2-16,'1)+4)2 

and we shall obtain 

J (w-2)d,'I) f dt 

V(5.v2-12.'I)+4)(5a:2 -2a:+2)(7m2 -6a:+ 2) = t Vt(l-t)(32- 27t>' 

where the constant t is found by observing that ,'/:= 2 + ó implies 
t=rn dS. 

The involution J, in this case, is somewhat special, because we 
have now 

tf.14 = tf.11 , 64 = ~ 1 • 
In the corresponding system S th~ points Al and A4 coincide, 

and the l'ight line tf.11 passes through Al' Rence of the foul' reducible 
integrals of deficiency p = 2 in the general case connected with 
the involution J, tht'ee degE'net'ate here at onre into ordinary 
logarithmie integrals. The integl'al -J Td./J 

V ""1""2""atf.1~ , 
in the general case of deficiency p = 3, l'educes here to an elliptic 
integral of the thit'd kind, but the tl'ansformation indicated above 
effects still a further reduction, and we obtain allother logarithmic 
integral~ 
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In fact, we shall have 

f (25.v'-16.v+4)d.e f dt 

(5:c'-12a:+4)V(7a:'-6.'V+ 2)(5.'V'-2.'V+ 3) = t tV1 -;. 

As I remarked in the beginning, the principa1 condition for the 
l'educibility has been given by BOLZA and by IGEL. I will now show 
that the invariant relations they deduced, may be derived without 
difiiculty from the l'esults obtained here. 

BOLZA and IGEL both introduce the anharmonic ratios iu, À31> Àw 

formed by the roots of earh pair of the quadrics lPI' lP" tpS" 
The anharmonic ratio in' formed by the roots of tp, and lPa, is 

given by the equation 

(in-I)' ().·u+ 1)' 

A"AU\ An' 
and putting 

VI: + 1 V- fJ.l+ 1 
fJ.I i 23 =--, 

~-l fJ.1- 1 

the constant fJ.I is related to the invariants 
equation 

2fJ.\ fJ.I'+I 

V d"Aaa 

Now we have 

Au 
ca-g~ 

and hence by equations (13) 

Au Au 
2P,2~(S-~) 2P,2y(S_Y) 

where s stands for a + fJ + y. 
In this way we get 

fJ.I'+1 

Aa 

AUI Aal Au 

- -
V fJr(s-fJ)(s-r) 

and we may take 

-(2fJr+as) as -fJr 

V {Jr 
('1 = - (a +fJ)(r + a) , 

Similarly we obtain 

V~+l . V ra 
fJ., = Vlll -1 = - (fJ+r)(a+fJ) ' 

VÇ+I V afJ 
fJ.1 = ~-1 = - (r+a)(fJ+y) I 

by the 
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and we infer 
a 

t-'l ~+1 
Hence we have between t-'l fA, t-'z the set of relations 

at-'l + flfA~t-'a + Yt-'Jt-'a = 0 , 

at-'at-'I + ~t-'2 + Yt-'at-'l = 0 , 

at-'It-'~ + ~(1It-'2 + Yt-'3 = 0 , 
and by eliminating a,~, 1', we obtain as the invariant relation between 
the quadrirs 11'1' 11'~, 11'B BOLZA'& equatlOn I 

I 1 ttz t-', 

t-'. 1 1-'1 = 1 - (11 ~ - t-'2' - I-'z 2 + 2 t-'ll-',fA. = 0 , , 

tt~ t-'1 ] I 
When this relation is satisfied for any one of the posslble deter-

minations of the constants !-LI' tt~, ttB' the quadris tf'l! 11"211'. are apt 
to build up a degenerate integl'al. 

As we have 
(t-'I +1)' 
(t-'l '-1)' ' 

we have also 

lYl,zl.n = «(11 +1)(t-',+ 1) 

r V(t-'/-l)(t-'~~-]) 

Now lt follows from BOLZA'S equation that 

and since 

we get 

«(Al '-1) {(1/ -1) = (t-'It-', -t-'z)' 

11 

, ttltt, - tt. = - fAltt, , 
Y 

r-- r(1 + ttl + tt, + t-'lt-',) Î' 1 S () I 
1.2Z I.31 - 1- Irtt2fJl+Yt-'Zt-'I--a+~f.llfA" 

St-'I tt , S St-'Itt,(Az 

Writing out similar expressions for lYÀ12À28 and ~l.nÀ23' we find 
by adding them IGEI;S equation 

r-- ty-- lY--
1.. 121.11 + 1.28 1.12 -+: 1. 31 1.23 = I , 

Ag'ain, if fol' any one of the possible determinations of the surds 
this relation is satisfied, a degenel'ate llltegl'al can I be ronstructed 
by means of the quadrics 11\, 11'~ 11'., Both the equations of condition 
given hy BOLZA" an~ by IGEL inyolve rather intricate sllI'ds, and I 
should say that they are less adapted fol' examming the reducibility 
of a given integ:r;aL than the equation (12) deduced in this paper, 

,,"'" , .. 
,. I 


